
TIMELESS
PERFECTION



Timeless perfection awaits, unique and distinctive décor 
provides the perfect setting for your wedding celebration. 
As individual as you are, we will tailor your event to create a 
series of perfect moments that will resonate for your lifetime 
together.



From the very moment your guests arrive into your bespoke 
setting they will be enveloped by the sense of style and 
hospitality that has earned Castletroy Park Hotel it's excellent 
reputation. Our lobby and garden room are reserved for your 
aperitif, whilst our resident pianist plays specially selected 
music to match your occasion.



ROMANCE



ELEGANT

Elegant creativity personified; mood lighting, crisp linen and 
attention to detail that sets us apart, creating a picture perfect 
view.  Whether a more intimate event or a larger celebration of 
up to 300 guests our ethos of service and splendid product 
remain at the forefront of our focus.



CREATIVITY
A marriage of the very finest local produce and excellent wines 
combine to thrill and impress. Invented in personalised fashion 
and created with great care, ultimately presented and served by 
a team of dedicated hospitality professionals, we aim to exceed 
your expectations. 



SIGNATURE

An iconic venue for a civil partnership, ceremony, wedding or blessing.  Our 
classic signature approach provides a wonderful back drop for this most 
precious of nuptials.  Our wedding event professionals will guide and advise on 
all aspects of your day, ultimately gathering your exacting requirements, trialing 
and testing before your event. Our dedicated toastmaster will be on hand to 
take care of you and your guests for the day.



STYLE



Our bridal suite awaits along with two further rooms as a gift 
from us to you.  A wide variety of accommodation is available 
with special tariffs inclusive of breakfast and full use of our 
Aqua Club and Gymnasium for your guests to enjoy.  
Pre and post party options are available to you, from canapés  
and cocktails to barbecues on the terrace. This allows you 
and your guests to ultimately enjoy the Castletroy Park Hotel 
experience.          

ICONIC




